
Make Your Satellite Link Faster
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Latest technology lowers transport cost

Cars and satellite modems have a lot in common. They both move things from one point to another. 
Comparing the satellite industry to the automotive industry, we’ve outpaced them. Previously we had cars 
getting 25 miles per gallon. Now those same cars are getting 35. In cars, we talk about fuel efficiency, in 
modems we talk about spectral efficiency. Previously we could achieve 3 bits per Hertz, now we can get 6 
easily, but that’s just part of the story, because we could not get 3 reliably using small equipment.

2000 Ford Focus (25 MPG)

2016 Ford Focus (35 MPG)

Vintage 2000 Satellite Modem 3 B/Hz

Modern 2016 Satellite Modem 6 B/Hz

+ 40%

+ 100%



Signal Cancelling Technology where we put two carriers in the same bandwidth

54% additional throughput, 35% bandwidth savings
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Latest Technologies Available in Satellite Modems

Carrier-In-Carrier

ACM

Forward Error Correction

IP Compression

Adaptive Coding and Modulation

54% additional throughput, 35% bandwidth savings

Industry Leading Advanced Forward Error Correction improving Spectral Efficiency and Latency Performance

25% additional throughput, 20% bandwidth savings

Header and Payload Compression, Increases IP throughput

33% additional throughput, 25% bandwidth savings

Low Rolloffs
5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25% & 35% Transmit Alpha Filter Rolloff Factors.

Put more carriers in given bandwidth. Useful in bandwidth limited applications. 



Carrier-in-Carrier bandwidth compression is base on patented “Adaptive Cancellation” technology that allows the transmit an receive carriers of a 
duplex link to share the same transponder space. DoubleTalk Carrier-in-Carrier allows satellite users to achieve spectral efficiencies (bps/Hz) that 
cannot be achieved with modulation and FEC alone. E.g., DoubleTalk Carrier-in-Carrier when used with 16-QAM approaches the bandwidth 
efficiency of 256-QAM (8bps/Hz). 
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Carrier In Carrier



ACM or Adaptive Coding and Modulation is a technology which can automatically change the forward error correction and modulation of a link to 
compensate for changes in link conditions. Commonly these changes are due to weather, e.g. rain fade, but can also come from other sources 
such as RF level changes or interference. In an ACM link, the symbol rate (and power) of the wireless communication system remain constant. This 
ensures that the bandwidth allocated for a particular link is never exceeded. Assuming that the symbol rate does not change, if modulation and 
coding are changed, then the data rate will change.
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Adaptive Coding and Modulation
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Forward Error Correction is a technique for improving the performance of error-prone channels found in communication systems. The central 
idea is that the sender encodes their message in a redundant way by using an error-correcting code (ECC). The redundancy allows the receiver to 
detect a limited number of errors that may occur anywhere in the message, and often to correct these errors without retransmission. 

Cheap memory and faster processors have enabled manufacturers to make this process more efficient. The result is better spectral performance 
and lower latency. We do this by using more bits, more bits take more processor to count and more memory to remember.  New algorithms take 
advantage of the advances to do this more accurately (more efficiently) and quicker (lower latency).
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Advanced Forward Error Correction



Like forward error compression, improvements in processors are also enabling IP Compression where the size of the IP frame Payload and Header 
are reduced. This compression is configurable on a per-route basis and provides a bandwidth reduction of up to 40%.
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IP Compression

2 Mbps 1.2 Mbps 2 Mbps

Configurable on a Per-Route Basis

Bandwidth reduction of up to 40%

One of the most underutilized, and biggest bang for the buck features that we sell



In a perfectly linear channel with tightly controlled RF carrier frequencies, there is no penalty when using tighter rolloffs (smaller Txα). The benefit 
of this is that more carriers can be fitted into a given amount of transponder bandwidth. You should, however, consider that in many cases, 
transponders are power limited, not bandwidth limited, leading to the conclusion that for power limited cases, tighter rolloffs do not provide an 
obvious benefit. 

If, on the other hand, the assumptions of linearity and/or frequency stability are not true, then you should be aware of the potential degradations 
that can be caused by using lower values of Txα. 
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Low Rolloffs
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From 10 Mbps to 42 Mbps in the Same Bandwidth

Base Link : 10 MBPS

With Carrier In Carrier: 15.4 Mbps +54% throughput
Lower station power

With ACM : 23.76 Mbps
+54% throughput, 
Better link availability 

With Advanced FEC : 31.62 Mbps   

Assumes Turbo Coding (TPC). 
No ACM, No CNC, No IP Compression 

+33% throughput,
lower latency 

With IP Compression : 42.06 Mbps   
+33% Throughput Gain, 
traffic prioritization 

4.2x
320% More Throughput 
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From 15 Mhz to 3.8 Mhz keeping the same data rate

IP Compression : 3.8 Mhz
25% less bandwidth required

Improved FEC: 5.07 Mhz
20% bandwidth savings 75% 

Bandwidth 
Savings

Add ACM : 6.338 Mhz
Better link availability & 35% less bandwidth

Add Carrier-In-Carrier: 9.75 Mhz
35% less bandwidth & lower station power

Base Link: 15.0 Mhz
Assumes Turbo Coding (TPC). No ACM, No CNC, No IP Compression
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Example business case – Expanding Services

Assumptions: Existing link is running Ku-Band 8PSK Rate ¾ LDPC at 2.5 Mbps. Our current price for 
bandwidth is $1250.00 per MHz and we are utilizing 2.77 MHz of space or $41,500.00 per year.  

1. Implementing ACM, CNC, and IP Compression we can get increase the data rate on the link to 
7.41 Mbps.  

2. Equipment costs for this upgrade will be $20,000.00

3. To get an equivalent upgrade by buying space segment would cost us $83,000.00 per year. The 
equipment to do this will be $20,000.00. We’re seeing a 90 day ROI. 
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Preparing your ROI Estimate

Data Rate

Modulation

FEC Rate

ACM

Link Margin

To the right is the required 
information we need to provide a 
comparative analysis on any link.

It’s free, it takes less than 24 
hours. Why would you not do it? 

Price Per Mhz
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Time to Challenge Assumptions

This is what you could be spending in comparison to what you 
are spending now. 

Meet Your New Bandwidth Bill
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Time to Challenge Assumptions

This is the additional amount of capacity you could be 
offering with only a little bit of CapEx.

Expand Your Services
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